The Zoellner illusion is a geometric distortion occurring when nonorthogonal inducing lines appear to tilt veridically parallel bars. The retinal pathways contributing to such illusions are unknown. The goal of this experiment was to investigate the retinal origin of the illusion. This was accomplished by determining the contrast gain for illusion thresholds. The magnocellular (MC-) and parvocellular (PC-) pathways exhibit different contrast gains, and this difference can be used psychophysically to identify the pathway. The stimulus pattern was four vertical bars with a series of inducing lines. The bars were always 5% higher in contrast than the inducing bars. The pattern was presented on a larger pedestal. Two paradigms were used. In the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, the observer adapted to the background and the pedestal and pattern were presented together as a brief pulse. In the steady-pedestal paradigm, the observer adapted to the continuously presented pedestal and the pattern appeared as a brief pulse. The contrast between the pedestal and the pattern was varied to obtain thresholds for two criteria: perceiving the directions of the inner inducing lines, and perceiving the distortion of the bars. The results for both criteria were similar in shape, but displaced in sensitivity. Detection of the directions of the inner inducing lines was 0.16-0.29 log unit more sensitive than perception of the illusion. The data for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm depended on the contrast between the pedestal and the pattern and produced a shallow V-shape. These results were associated with mediation in the PC-pathway. The data for the steady-pedestal paradigm depended on the pedestal luminance in a linear relation and showed similar sensitivity to the data for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm. Perception of the illusion required 10-15% Weber contrast.
Introduction
Geometrical illusions usually occur in figures when nonorthogonal line crossings bring about distorted percepts. Examples include the Zoellner, Hering, and Wundt illusions (Fisher, 1968; Wade, 1982; Gregory, 1997) . The retinal origins of these distortions are unknown but there is a longstanding debate about whether these illusions disappear at equiluminance. Lehman (1904) first reported that visual illusions involving geometrical distortions disappear under equiluminance. Liebmann (1927) observed that, besides the loss of the illusion, everything in the scene became diffuse, without any distinction between figure and ground. Also objects tended to behave in a "ghostly" manner. Parts of the stimulus seemed to disappear, or change in shape. Liebmann argued that the disappearance of the illusion under equiluminance was due to changes in scene appearance. Gregory (1977) observed no loss of any of the distortion illusions (including the Zoellner illusion) under equiluminance. However, Gregory noticed what he called the "jazzing" of single lines, which may be similar to the effects described by Liebmann. Li and Guo (1995) also found that the Zoellner illusion did not disappear under equiluminance. Additionally, they used a matching task to measure the luminance contrast necessary to perceive distortion in an achromatic pattern and reported a threshold of 15%. Westheimer et al. (1999) found that the tilt illusion and the Poggendorff illusion changed little in magnitude until the inducing contours were barely detectible. Livingstone and Hubel (1987) used observations under equiluminance to infer whether certain processes were mediated via the parvocellular (PC-) or the magnocellular (MC-) pathway. They found that geometrical distortions and stereo depth disappeared at equiluminance, and decided that both were mediated by the MCpathway. Geometrical distortions can be seen as the result of monocular depth cues (Livingstone & Hubel, 1987; Gregory, 1997) ; hence they could be mediated by the same pathway as stereopsis.
Reasoning about PC-or MC-pathway mediation of processes on the basis of equiluminance studies is precarious (Mollon, 1982) . First, there is abundant physiological evidence that under many conditions the MC-pathway responds to equiluminant exchange of middle-and long-wavelength lights (Schiller & Colby, 1983; Lee et al., 1989; Kaiser et al., 1990; Dobkins & Albright, 1995) . Second, failure to find an effect at equiluminance may reflect intrusion of luminance signals due to chromatic aberration.
The geometrical illusions are composed of lines and sharp edges, stimuli that are highly subject to chromatic aberration.
Some authors have used the measured contrast threshold to infer PC-or MC-pathway activity (e.g. Livingstone & Hubel, 1987; Li & Guo, 1995; Westheimer et al., 1999) . The reasoning is based on the difference in contrast gain of single cells in the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) . Comparison of psychophysical contrast sensitivity to single-cell responsivity from retinal ganglion or LGN cells neglects the role of postretinal summation. A number of studies (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Smith et al., 2001; Pokorny et al., 2003; have confirmed that the contrast sensitivity mediated by the PC-pathway can match or surpass that of the MC-pathway provided the spatiotemporal content of the display is appropriate.
The goal of the present study was to use a novel technique to study visual illusions. Previous studies have shown that a pulsed pedestal can briefly saturate the MC-pathway, revealing PCpathway activity (Pokorny & Smith, 1997; Pokorny et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2001 ). The PC-pathway is capable of mediating high spatial resolution under this stimulus situation (Leonova et al., 2003) . Thus we measured the contrast thresholds for the Zoellner illusion on a simultaneous pulsedpedestal. Our data were consistent with the conclusion that the Zoellner illusion can be mediated in the PC-pathway and has a threshold of 10-14% Weber contrast for a brief pulse.
Materials and methods

Apparatus and calibration
The stimuli were generated by a Macintosh PowerPC Computer with a 10-bit Radius video card, and were displayed on a Sony GDM-F520 21-inch color monitor. The monitor refresh rate was 75 Hz. The monitor system was operated by computer programs written in C language and compiled by CodeWarrior (Metrowerks, Inc., Austin, TX, 1996) software. Observers responded using a mouse. The display image size of the monitor was 18.7 deg ϫ 13.6 deg, about 80% of the maximum display area. The luminance output of each phosphor was measured at 1024 radiance levels and lookup tables allowed linear luminance control.
Stimulus pattern
The pattern for the Zoellner illusion consisted of four vertical bars separated by 1.38 deg, with five inducing lines intersecting each vertical line (Fig. 1) . The angle between the inducing lines and the vertical bars was 22 deg. The vertical bars were 5.2 deg long ϫ 0.17 deg wide. The inducing lines were 1.3 deg long ϫ 0.17 deg wide. Two patterns were used. In the upper panel, the orientation of the inner inducing lines converged downward giving an illusion that the inner vertical bars converged upward. In the lower panel, the orientation of the inner inducing lines converged upward giving an illusion that the inner vertical bars converged downward. The pattern was presented on top of an 8 deg ϫ 8 deg square pedestal of variable luminance. Presentation time was 13.33 ms (1 refresh).
The screen luminance for adaptation was 12 cd0m 2 (approximately 115 td). Test patterns were presented on a series of nine pedestals between 79 and 166 td, in steps of 0.04 log td. To ensure that the vertical bars were visible when the inducing lines were not, the luminance of the vertical bars was always 5% higher than that of the inducing lines. The monitor screen was viewed binocularly at 1 m.
Observers
One of the authors (MP, male, aged 32 years) and one individual (LS, female, aged 19 years) naive to the experimental design, served as observers. Both had normal visual acuity (with refractive correction for LS) and normal color vision according to the Neitz OT anomaloscope, the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test, and the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plates. Both observers gave informed consent to participate in the experiment.
Procedure
The observer first adapted to the monitor screen. Two paradigms were used and are illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, the pedestal and the pattern were pulsed together on each trial. In the steady-pedestal paradigm, the pedestal was presented continuously and the pattern was pulsed on each trial. Trials were presented in nine blocks. In each block the luminance of the pedestal was kept constant. Before each block in the steady- 
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pedestal paradigm, subjects adapted to the pedestal and background for 30 s before starting. This adaptation was not necessary for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm. The top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 were presented in random order and the observer was forced to choose which pattern was presented. Observers performed two different tasks in separate runs. In the detection task, the observer reported the orientation of the inner inducing lines. In the illusion task, the observer identified the orientation of the inner bars. Trials followed a double randomalternating staircase. The luminance of the pedestal was fixed for each pair of staircases. The contrast between the illusion and the pedestal was varied depending on response accuracy, using a 1-incorrect03-correct reversal rule. Trials started with an easily visible pattern. Contrast was decreased to a limiting step of 1.2% and 14 reversals were obtained. The final six reversals were averaged to give an estimate of threshold for each staircase. Each combination of task and paradigm was tested in separate sessions of about 30 min. Every session was repeated twice and the reported data are the averages of the repeated sessions. . 3 shows the increment thresholds (in log trolands) for detection of the orientation of the inducing lines (left panels) and for seeing the illusion (right panels) as a function of the luminance of the pedestal (also in log trolands) for observers MP (upper panels) and LS (lower panels). The background luminance is indicated with an arrow.
Results
Fig
For the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, the thresholds (open triangles) increased as the contrast between the pedestal and the background increased. The way in which the thresholds increase with increasing contrast depends on the contrast at which the cells that mediate the signal saturate. This is described by eqn. (1) (Smith et al., 2001) .
where 6C6 is the absolute contrast between the pedestal and the background, C sat is the saturating contrast, K c is the criterion increment firing rate, and K P is a scaling constant. For the shallow V-shapes characteristic of the PC-pathway, K c can be set to zero (Snippe, 1998) . PC-cells typically saturate at a much higher contrast than the MC-cells. Whereas the saturation contrast for MCcells typically lies around 0.1, the saturation contrast for PC-cells lies around 1.0 (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) . Thus, the saturation contrast parameter C sat can differentiate between PC-mediation and MC-mediation.
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show fits of eqn. (1) obtained by variation of C sat and K P . The values for C sat were 1.05 for detection and 1.53 for illusion for MP and 0.67 for detection and 1.03 for illusion for LS. These values are typical for contrast discrimination mediated by the PC-pathway (Pokorny & Smith, 1997) . The values of K P were Ϫ1.09 for detection and Ϫ0.97 for illusion for MP and Ϫ1.05 for detection and Ϫ0.96 for illusion for LS. For the steady-pedestal paradigm, the data (closed triangles) showed no dependence on contrast. These data were fitted by a line of unit slope with a single vertical scale (solid line). The predicted values at zero contrast from eqn. (1) agreed with the values for the steady-pedestal paradigm. The corresponding Weber contrast thresholds for the illusion were 15% for MP and 11% for LS.
There was little difference in the shapes of the threshold functions for the two response criteria. There was about 0.16-0.29 log unit higher sensitivity for detection of the inducing lines than for perception of the illusion. This is similar to results reported by Westheimer et al. (1999) . Essentially, the illusion becomes obvious once the inducing lines are visible.
Discussion
Our data unequivocally support PC-pathway mediation of the Zoellner illusion. Reports of disappearance or reduction of the illusion at equiluminance cannot be attributed to lack of cone contrast. The measured contrast thresholds are well below those obtainable with equiluminant stimuli. Involvement of higher spatial frequencies can result in a shallower "V" for the pulsedpedestal data (Leonova et al., 2003) . This can be attributed to the decline in sensitivity with increasing spatial frequency. For both subjects, the illusion in the pulsed-pedestal paradigm resulted in a shallower "V" than detection. This indicates that the illusion depends on high spatial frequencies. Possibly, lack of spatial acuity Fig. 2 . Example of the time course of the stimulus presentation for the pulsed-pedestal (upper panel) and the steady-pedestal (lower panel) paradigms. For the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, the pedestal and the pattern appeared for just one refresh (13.33 ms) of the monitor. For the steadypedestal paradigm, the pedestal appeared continuously and the pattern appeared for just one refresh (13.33 ms) of the monitor.
at equiluminance, as suggested by Lehman (1904) and Liebmann (1927) , plays a role in the disappearance of the illusion.
Further, our results suggest the PC-pathway mediated the perception of illusory distortions for both the pulsed-pedestal and the steady-pedestal conditions. In other work, both with a four-square array (Smith et al., 2001 ) and with Gaussian D-6 patterns (Leonova et al., 2003) , we have noted that a brief stimulus favors MC-pathway activity. In these studies, the steady-pedestal data were more sensitive than the pulsed-pedestal data when a brief presentation was used. Our data did not show this result. However, spatial parameters play a role in the relative sensitivities of the PCand MC-pathways. Thresholds mediated by the two pathways become similar for stimuli of limited spatial extent (Smith et al., 2001 ), a finding which was verified by comparison of achromatic and chromatic increment thresholds . In the current study, the steady-and pulsed-pedestal data were similar in sensitivity. Because of the similarity, it is not possible to determine the pathway mediating the steady-pedestal data. However, the shallow V-shape of the pulsed-pedestal data allows us to infer PC-pathway mediation of the illusion data for this paradigm. 
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